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Sungkyunkwan University (SKKU) International Summer Semester (ISS) 2022 
 

 [History of Modern Korea] 
 

 

SHORT COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 

Course Description:  A historical survey on the development of Korean society 
and culture from the nineteenth century to the present. Students will analyze 
various aspects of Korean life such as trade, war, and diplomacy; economic 
activities and urban life; evolving thought patterns; and health and medicine. The 
thematic focus is on Korea’s interactions with its neighbors, most notably China, 
Japan, and America. Informed by historians’ works, students will review five films 
in class and, by extension, analyze various spaces of historical significance. Class 
meets at least once a week at a historic site to conduct a spatial analysis about the 
space on site and in place. These include the Confucian Academy on the 
Sungkyunkwan University campus and Seoul National University Hospital.   

 
 
READING MATERIALS 

 

All of these will be provided to the students as a PDF-file (details below). 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING 

Course Requirements & Grading:    

1. Class Participation: Attendance to and active participation in class is always 
assumed and counted as essential parts of the participation grade. A typical class 
will be devoted to a discussion based on a critical analysis of the assigned readings 
and film viewings. The instructor will assume that all the students will have 
digested the assignments, given a critical thought, and be ready to engage in class 
discussions. In this process, each member of the class must be treated with respect 
and as an equal individual in the collaborative learning process.    

2.  Three short reports:  
Students will submit three spatial analysis (one page & typewritten), informed by 
readings, film viewings, and class discussions.   

3. Term Paper or its Equivalents: Students will devote substantial attention to your 
chosen place of  historic significance in addition to the common time the class will 
spend at the place before s/he will write a short (3 to 5-page) paper or its equivalents 
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(e.g., a podcast, a short film, or a PowerPoint Presentation with narrations). In this 
paper, you identify a relevant historian(s) of  your choice in the syllabus, explain why 
you care in analyzing the place, and how your on-site experience challenges both 
your preconception about the place and the given historian’s perspective. Then you 
will show how your historian(s) provide a convincing case that challenges 
conventional picture of  the place.  
 

II. Grading:  

·         Class Participation (including off-campus meetings): 30% 
·         Three Short Reports: 3 X 10 = 30% 
·         Term Paper or its Equivalents (including the following): 40 % 
 
 
COURSE SCHEDULE 

 

– WEEK I – Korea & the Qing China 

Monday (27 June) Introduction  

Mark Peterson & Kirk Larsen show 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIo6KbIcRUg&fbclid=IwAR2FPKQNhBd4T6yw-vt1kEXLRQEwu5HTbRv1MGy-

FN8Zr9wVMtpqiJPNgmg) 

Film Review, “The Fortress” (2017)  
(Student participation in the Kyŏngbok Palace tour is assumed.)  
 

 

Tuesday (28 June) Korea in the Age of Imperialism  
Kirk Larsen, “Nineteenth-Century Challenges & Changes,” in his Tradition, Treaties, 
and Trade (2008), 43-71. 
Na, Mangap, The Diary of 1636 (excerpts). 
 
 
Wednesday (29 June) The Grand Prince Yi (at his residence)  
Kirk Larsen, “Treaties & Troops,” 72-94. 
(Class meets at the former residence of the Grand Prince.)  
 
 
Thursday (30 June) Rediscovering a “lost” Korea  
Film Review, “The YMCA Baseball Team” (2002). 
Andre Schmid, “Decentering the Middle Kingdom and Realigning the East,” in his 
Korea between Empires (2002), 55-100. 
 

– WEEK II – Korea & the Meiji Japan 

 
Monday (4 July) Relocating Korea  
Andre Schmid, “Engaging a Civilizing Japan,” 101-138. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIo6KbIcRUg&fbclid=IwAR2FPKQNhBd4T6yw-vt1kEXLRQEwu5HTbRv1MGy-FN8Zr9wVMtpqiJPNgmg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIo6KbIcRUg&fbclid=IwAR2FPKQNhBd4T6yw-vt1kEXLRQEwu5HTbRv1MGy-FN8Zr9wVMtpqiJPNgmg
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(Class meets partially at the Confucian Academy on the Sungkyunkwan University 
campus.)  
 
Tuesday (5 July) Assimilating Seoul  
Todd Henry, “Constructing Keijō,” Journal of Asian Studies 64.3 (Aug. 2005), 643-
53.  
 
Wednesday (6 July) Sanitary Life 
Film Review, “The Portrait of a Poet” (2016). 
Todd Henry, “Sanitizing Empire,” 130-167. 
(Class meets at the Changgyŏng Palace.) 
 
Thursday (7 July) Sexuality and Health 
Theodore Jun Yoo, “The Colonized Body,” in his The Politics of Gender in Colonial 
Korea (2008), 161-192.  
 
 
 

– WEEK III – Colonial Culture   

 
Monday (11 July) Health and Biomedicine 
Kim Sonja, “Sanitizing Women,” in her Imperatives of Care (2019), 14-50. 
 
Tuesday (12 July) Women and Biomedicine  
Kim Sonja, “The Female Physician,” 51-77.  
(Class meets at Seoul National University Hospital.)   
 
Wednesday (13 July) Redefining Beauty  
Film Review, “Man of the White Porcelain” (Hakuji no Hito, 2012). 
Kim Brandt, “The Beauty of Sorrow,” in his Kingdom of Beauty (2007), 7-37.   
 
 
Thursday (14 July) The Politics of Folk Art 
Kim Brandt, “The Discovery of Mingei,” 38-82. 
(Class meets at Insadong.)  
 
Friday (15 July) The Colonized Mentality  
Carter Eckert, “Class Over Nation,” in his Offspring of Empire (1991, 1997), 224-252. 
 

 

– WEEK Ⅳ– Korea and the United States 

 
Monday (18 July) War & Memory  
Film Review, “The Host” (2006).  
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Sheila Miyoshi Jager & Jiyul Kim, “The Korean War after the Cold War,” in 
Ruptured Histories (2007), 233-265. 
 
Tuesday (19 July) Transforming Surgery 
John DiMoia, “From Minneapolis to Seoul,” in his Reconstructing the Bodies (2013), 
72-108. 
 
Term Paper (or its equivalent) is due to the instructor via email by (TBA).   
 
 
 
 


